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Abstract:
Spectral Resonance Structures (SRS) of Ionospheric Alfven Resonator (IAR) are investigated by analysing the magnetic field data of a high sampling frequency induction coil magnetometer, installed at a low latitude Indian station,
Shillong(25.56◦ N, 91.86◦ E, dipoleL = 1.08). One of the distinguishing features of IAR resonance structure observed at
this latitude is the excitation of two spectral resonance structures simultaneously, one with a small frequency separation and the other with a large frequency separation of subsequent harmonics. The seasonal variation shows that the
occurrence of double SRS is more favoured during winter, where, out of the total IAR events observed during winter,
about 47% show clear signatures of double SRS and no double SRS are observed during summer. We have examined
the altitudinal variation of refractive index using IRI 2016 model to understand the role of local ionospheric conditions
in the formation of double spectral resonance structures. Our study reveals that the excitation of double SRS is related
to the E-region to F-region variability of refractive index of the ionosphere. We also report that the double spectral
resonance structures at Shillong are always observed only in the Bx component of the magnetic field variation.
Keywords: Ionospheric Alfven Resonator, Spectral Resonance Structures, Ionospheric cavity
Introduction
Ionospheric Alfven Resonator (IAR) is a feature observed
in the background noise of the dynamic spectrum of geomagnetic variations in the frequency range between 0.1
and 10 Hz. The existence of IAR was first theoretically
predicted by Polyakov (1976). Later the first observational
evidence of IAR was given by Belyaev et al. (1990). One of
the main sources of excitation of IAR is believed to be the
electromagnetic emissions originating from the global
thunderstorm activities (Belyaev et al. 1989a, 1989b,
1990; Nosé et al. 2017). At middle and low latitudes,
lightning discharge due to local thunderstorm activity
may also partly contribute to the excitation of IAR (Nosé
et al. 2017; Schekotov et al. 2011; Surkov et al. 2006). IAR
*Correspondence: adhitya.leo@gmail.com

is formed in the ionospheric cavity bounded by the top
side of the conducting E-layer as the lower boundary and
the region of strong gradient in Alfven speed above the
F-layer as the upper boundary. Shear Alfven waves get
partially reflected along the geomagnetic field line in this
cavity exciting multiple harmonics in the form of spectral resonance structures (SRS). The resonance frequencies of the SRS generally fall in the Pc1 range of ULF
waves, ranging from 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz, but some studies
have observed IAR events with frequencies going as high
as 20–30 Hz (e.g. Beggan and Musur 2018; Simões et al.
2012). The properties of IAR depend on the mass density
of ions along the magnetic field lines as well as the vertical gradient of ion density which decides the size of the
ionospheric cavity. Thus, the study of IAR becomes very
important as it can be used as a diagnostic tool to give an
account of the local ionospheric conditions.
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The examination of IAR by ground observations have
been carried out extensively at high and middle latitudes
by various group of researchers (Beggan 2014; Beggan
and Musur 2018; Belyaev et al. 1989a, 1990; Belyaev et al.
1999; Hebden et al. 2005; Molchanov et al. 2004; Parent et al. 2010; Semenova and Yahnin 2008; Surkov et al.
2006; Yahnin et al., 2003). Low latitude observations of
IAR are made at Crete, Greece (L = 1.3) (Bösinger et al.
2002, 2004) and Muroto, Japan (dipoleL = 1.206) (Nosé
et al. 2017). Thus, the low latitudinal extent of ground
observation of IAR is only tilldipoleL = 1.206. Simões
et al. (2012) reported the electric field signatures of IAR
at equatorial latitude detected by the Communications/
Navigation Outage Forecasting System (C/NOFS) satellite. At high and middle latitudes, the magnetic field has
a prominent component in the vertical direction which
aids the formation of ionospheric cavity due to the vertical gradient of ion mass density along the field line. At
low latitude the magnetic field has a more inclined component and because of such different orientation of magnetic field as compared to high and mid latitudes, certain
different characteristics of IAR are observed at low latitudes. IAR has a strict night time occurrence at low latitudes (Bösinger et al. 2002; Nosé et al. 2017), whereas at
high and middle latitudes IARs mostly occur during night
time, but day time IARs are also observed (Yahnin et al.
2003). Also the frequency separation between the harmonics of IAR (�f ) observed at low latitudes is smaller
as compared to high latitudes (Bösinger et al. 2002, 2004;
Nosé et al. 2017). Bösinger et al. (2004) reported the IAR
withf ∼ 0.8Hz , in addition to the SRS with very small
frequency separation, as small as0.12Hz , terming them
as Fine Spectral Resonance Structures (FSRS). They associated the FSRS to a coupled system of ionospheric and
magnetospheric Alfven resonator (IMAR), which causes
the splitting of eigen frequencies.
In the present paper, we report the presence of double spectral resonance structure feature of IAR at very
low subtropical latitude (dipole L = 1.08) Indian station,
Shillong (25.56◦ N , 91.86◦ E ). We observe very peculiar
features of IAR in this region, i.e. the excitation of two
spectral resonance structures simultaneously one with
small f and other with large f . Although Bösinger
et al. (2004) have not explicitly stated, their observations
also indicated the presence of double spectral resonance
structures. In the current study, the frequency separation
for SRS with small f is approximately 0.3 − 0.4Hz and
for large SRS f ∼ 1.3 − 1.7Hz . We have attempted to
relate the occurrence of such double spectral resonance
structure to the local ionospheric conditions.
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Data and observations of IAR at Shillong
An Induction coil magnetometer (ICM) LEMI-132 (procured from Lviv Center of Institute of Space Research,
Ukraine)
is
installed
at
Shillong
(lat25.56◦ N , long91.86◦ E ), India. LT at Shillong is
(UT + 5 : 30). The ICM consists of three induction coil
magnetic sensors and communication and data acquisition system. Two of the sensors are aligned in geographic
north–south direction ( Bx ) and east–west ( By ) in the
horizontal plane and the third sensor is placed in the vertical direction ( Bz ). The ICM measures the magnetic field
variations with a sampling frequency of 64 Hz. In the
current study, the ICM data from Shillong observatory
during January 2018–December 2018 are used. To construct the dynamic spectrum of Bx and By the magnetic
variations are downsampled to 16 Hz. Hamming window
is applied to a segment of 1024 data points, with 50%
overlapping and then it is subjected to Fourier transform.
The spectrogram of ellipticity (ǫ) is also obtained. Ellipticity is defined as ǫ = (L − R)/(L + R), where L and R
are the amplitudes of left-handed and right-handed
polarized waves, respectively. If X and Y be the amplitudes and θx and θy be the phase of Bx and By components, respectively, then L and R are computed as


L = 12 X 2 + Y 2 − 2XY sin(θ x − θy ) and R = 12 X 2 + Y 2 + 2XY sin(θ x − θy ) .
The positive value of ǫ means left-hand polarization and
negative values means right-hand polarization and ǫ = 0
means linear polarization (Nosé et al. 2017 and references therein).
A typical example of IAR observed at Shillong is shown
in Fig. 1. IARs are observed during night times. Figure 1a–b shows the dynamic power spectrum of magnetic field variations of Bx and By components and Fig. 1c
shows the dynamic spectrum of ellipticity (ǫ), shown for
14–24 UT, as it corresponds to local night (19.5–5.5 LT).
To study the characteristics of SRS, we generally look into
the difference in the frequencies of the adjacent harmonics (�f ), rather than their absolute values. In all the three
dynamic spectrums (Fig. 1a–c) resonance structures can
be seen as rising tones starting from 14 UT, which is local
evening at Shillong. It reaches its maximum around local
midnight from 19 to 21 UT and then the resonance structures decay as it approaches local dawn around 24 UT.
Observation of double spectral resonance
structures
December 4, 2018, event

A typical example of IAR with double spectral resonance
structures is observed on December 4, 2018 (Fig. 2). In
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Fig. 1 Dynamic spectra of Bx (a), By (b) components and ellipticity (ǫ) (c) as an example of IAR observed at Shillong station

the dynamic power spectrum of Bx component we can
observe two resonance structures being simultaneously
excited. SRS with large f values (shown by the solid
arrows) can be seen from around 14 UT, whereas the SRS
with small f start to form prominently from around 18
UT. This can also be visualized from Fig. 3 which displays
the power spectra of Bx component with the frequency
resolution of 0.0156 Hz in every 1-h intervals starting
from 14 to 22 UT.
This demonstration makes it easy to visualize the evolution of IAR frequencies with every hour. Solid black
lines show the frequencies of SRS with small frequency
separation (f ) for 17–22 UT. It is also clear that there
exists a resonance structure with large frequency separation throughout the night time. In order to visualize such
broader feature more clearly we add dashed red lines that
are average with the frequency width of 0.0625 Hz. In
Fig. 3a to c we can see that from 14 to 17 UT, SRS with
large f (~ 1.55 Hz) are dominant, even though we can
see one or two harmonics of SRS with small f at frequency lower than 2 Hz. But from 17 UT onwards, more
number of harmonics are excited for SRS with small frequency separation (f ~ 0.35 Hz), although the large SRS

are still present. The existence of double SRS can be confirmed from both the dynamic spectrograms (Fig. 2) and
the 1-h power spectra of the Bx component (Fig. 3).
But if we pay attention to the dynamic spectrogram
of By component in Fig. 2b, we observe only one spectral resonance structure with small frequency separation
(�f ∼ 0.35Hz). SRS with large f are not identified in
the By component. Clear signature of SRS with small f
is seen from around 17 UT in the By component, right
around the time when it is observed in the Bx component.
Also, in dynamic spectrum of ellipticity (ǫ) (Fig. 2c) double SRS can be seen but not as evidently as it is observed
in the Bx component.
December 10, 2018, event

Another example of IAR with double SRS is observed on
December 10, 2018 (Fig. 4). Again, the double SRS with
large (indicated by solid arrow) and small f are seen
in the Bx component. Here we note that the SRS with
large f are very clear and stand out as a dominant feature right from local dusk (11 UT) to local dawn (24 UT)
(Fig. 4a). SRS with small f get excited after 16 UT and
can be seen in the dynamic spectrum till around 20 UT.
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Fig. 2 Dynamic spectra of Bx (a), By (b) components and ellipticity (c), respectively, demonstrating the presence of double spectral resonance
structures IAR observed at Shillong on December 04, 2018

This can also be visualized from the power spectra of the
Bx component shown in Fig. 5. We can see more number
of harmonics being excited with small frequency separation in Fig. 5c–f, i.e. from 16 to 20 UT.
Even though the SRS with large f are observed as a
strong feature in the Bx component and also in the ellipticity plot, no harmonics with large f are present in the
By component. (Fig. 4b). In the By component we can
observe only one resonance structure with small f ,
around 17–21 UT.
As it is seen in the above two examples, IAR with double spectral resonance structures is clearly observed in
the Bx component and not in the By component, for all
the events observed throughout the year of 2018. Hence,
the presence of double SRS can be confirmed by looking
into the dynamic spectrum and power spectra of the Bx
component.

Seasonal dependence of the occurrence of IAR
with double spectral resonance structures IAR
We scanned for the presence of IAR with double SRS for
the period of January 2018 to December 2018. Figure 6
shows the occurrence distribution of IAR with single
and double SRS. IAR with double spectral resonance

structures is observed only in the months of January to
March and September to December with maximum
occurrence during winter, while IAR with at least one
SRS is observed in all months. This finding is consistent
with Bösinger et al. (2004). Depending upon the survey
of several cases, Bösinger et al. (2004) stated that the
fine spectral resonance structures (FSRS) (�f ∼ 0.12Hz)
together with SRS (�f ∼ 0.8Hz) are predominantly
observed during winter. Their statistics were not good
enough to present these probabilities quantitatively. In
the current study it is observed that the occurrence of
double SRS (SRS with small f and SRS with large f )
in the months of January–April and October–December
is 43% and 50%, respectively, whereas in summer, only the
single SRS can be observed.

Discussion
IAR is believed to get excited in the ionospheric cavity bounded by the conducting E-layer as the lower
boundary and the upper boundary forms where there
√
is a steep gradient in the Alfven speed, VA = B/ µ0 ρ ,
where µ0 is permittivity of free space, B is the magnetic field, and ρ is the mass density of ions. In order to
understand the cavity in which the shear Alfven waves
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Fig. 3 Hourly static power spectra of Bx component showing the frequency separation for both small and large Spectral Resonance Structures. The
solid black line is the power spectra with frequency resolution of 0.0156 Hz and dashed red line denotes the frequency resolution of 0.0625 Hz

get trapped for the excitation of IAR, the altitudinal
profile of ionospheric refractive index, nA = c/VA is
obtained. Assuming charge neutrality, we use the number density of electrons and composition of ions from
IRI-2016 model (Bilitza et al. 2017) to evaluate the mass
density of ions (ρ ). The magnitude of the magnetic field
is obtained from IGRF model. Using the value of ρ and
B the refractive index is calculated. Figure 7 shows the
altitudinal profile of the refractive index for the hours
14UT, 17UT, 18UT, 20UT, and 23 UT of December 4,
2018 when the double SRS IAR is observed.
While examining the altitudinal profile of the refractive index, it is noticed that the depth of the well
formed between the maximum refractive index ( nAmax )
near the F-region peak (marked by red asterisks) and
local minimum refractive index ( nAmin ) in the valley region above the E-region, i.e. d(= nAmax − nAmin )
becomes smaller during the period when double spectral resonance structures are excited. To verify this, the
altitudinal profile of refractive index is obtained for the
entire year of 2018 for the time 17 UT, 18 UT, 19 UT,
and 20 UT. The depth ( d ) is obtained from the refractive index profile and is plotted in Fig. 8. We note that
during winter, when double SRS are observed, the value

of d is smaller as compared to the months of summer
when only single SRS are observed. Hence, it is safe to
consider that smaller value of d favours the excitation
of IAR with double spectral resonance structures.
One of the characteristic features of IAR is the frequency separation (�f ) between the harmonics of its
spectral resonance structures. In a previous study, Polyakov and Rapoport (1981) derived a basic and simple
analytical model to calculate the separation between
the resonance frequencies of IAR (�f ).

�fPR =

c
,
2((h2 − h1 ) + Lsh )nAmax

(1)

where h1 is the height of the lower boundary of the ionospheric cavity, h2 is the height at which the refractive
index starts to exponentially decrease, nAmax is the maximum refractive index, and Lsh is the scale height of the
exponential decrease of refractive index above nAmax at
the F-region peak. All the parameters for the calculation
of f are obtained from the vertical profile of the refractive index (Fig. 7), using the same method used by Nosé
et al. (2017). A simple analytical nA model expressed as
a function of altitude given by Polyakov and Rapoport
(1981) is used.
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Fig. 4 Dynamic spectra of Bx (a), By (b) components and ellipticity (c), respectively, demonstrating the presence of double spectral resonance
structures IAR observed at Shillong on December 10, 2018



 
2(z − h2 )
(z > h2 ).
n2A (z) = n2Amax δ 2 + exp −
Lsh
n2A (z) = n2Amax (h1 < z < h2 )

(2)
The analytical nA models are fit to the altitude profiles given in Fig. 7. The value of nAmax is set to the maximum value of the nA profile and h1 is taken to be the
height where nA has a local minimum between the Eand F-layers, δ = n0 /nAmax , where n0 is the value of nA at
z = 2000km. Then, Eq. (2) is computed for various integer values of h2 and Lsh and we look for the values of h2
and Lsh that minimize the difference in nA between the
analytical model and the altitude profile in Fig. 7. The
frequency separation, f , is calculated for the IAR event
observed on December 4, 2018. As explained in "December 4, 2018, event" Section, we observe double spectral
resonance structure on December 4, 2018, i.e. two SRS
with different f are excited simultaneously. Hence,
we have two observed values of f values for the given
event.
In Table 1, the second and third columns show the
observed value of frequency separation f , and the

fourth column shows the frequency separation values
calculated using Polyakov and Rapoport (1981) model
(�fPR ). SRS with large f can be observed from 14 UT,
but SRS with small f are clearly observed from 16UT
– 20 UT. It is clearly seen that fPR does not match well
with the observed value of f . This could be because
Polyakov and Rapoport (1981) model considers the field
lines to be vertical. But at low latitudes the field lines are
inclined. One of the effects of inclination is the change in
the height of the ionospheric cavity. We tried to modify
Eq. (1) by including the effect of inclination angle on the
height of the cavity. The equation is modified as

c

�fPR mod = 
,
Lsh
(h2 −h1 )
nAmax
2 sinα + sinα

(3)

where α is the inclination angle. Fifth column of Table 1
shows the frequency separation (�fPR mod ) of the resonance structures calculated by using Eq. (3). We see
some improvement in fPR mod as compared to fPR, but
still it does not match very well with the observed f .
A simple adjustment to height of the ionospheric cavity by taking into account the magnetic inclination may
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Fig. 5 Hourly static power spectra of Bx component showing the frequency separation for both small and large Spectral Resonance Structures. The
solid black line is the power spectra with frequency resolution of 0.0156 Hz and dashed red line denotes the frequency resolution of 0.0625 Hz

Fig. 6 Seasonal variation of occurrence of IAR with single as well as
double Spectral Resonance Structures for the year 2018

not be enough at low latitudes. Therefore, the simple
analytic model of Polyakov and Rapoport (1981) may
not give the exact estimations at low latitudes, but still it
can be used to obtain the rough estimate of f for SRS
within the ionospheric cavity. The effect of magnetic
inclination on IAR is explained in detail by Bösinger

et al. (2009). Moreover, if the field lines are completely
immersed in the ionospheric cavity then the model may
not be appropriate. However, at the station of present
study, with L = 1.08, the maximum height of the field
line is h ∼
= (L − 1)R0 ∼
= 510km, where R0 is the radius
of Earth, which is generally above the upper boundary
of ionospheric cavity, and hence, the model can be used
for approximate estimations. Even though the analytically
obtained frequency separation (fPR mod ) does not give
the correct estimation at low latitudes, still it is closer
to the observed f for large SRS. Hence, we can say that
the SRS with large f may have formed within the ionospheric cavity bounded by the region above conducting
E-region and the top side of the F-layer peak.
As for the SRS with small f , the shear Alfven
waves should have been reflected from a larger cavity. One such case could be the Field Line Resonance (FLR), where the Alfven waves are reflected
from the conjugate points of the field line. At very
low latitude like Shillong, the total length of the
field line
 the conjugate ground points is
 c between
cos
l = R0 L −
1 + 3sin2 d ∼
= 0.56R0 L ∼
= 3854km ,
c
where  is the magnetic latitude along and c is the
magnetic latitude at the conjugate point. The harmonic
frequencies of the Alfven waves reflected from the
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Fig. 7 Altitudinal profile of refractive index obtained by using IRI 2016 model for various UT on December 04, 2018

conjugate points of such field lines are in the same range
as the spectral resonance structures excited within the
ionospheric cavity. This finding is again consistent with
Bösinger et al. (2004). The frequency separation of FSRS
observed by Bösinger et al. (2004) was f ∼ 0.12Hz ,
while in our study the frequency separation of SRS with
small f is ∼ 0.3 − 0.4Hz . This difference in f between
the two observations could be because of the different
latitudes at which the observations are made. Bösinger
et al. (2004) observed fine spectral resonance structure
(FSRS) at Crete (L = 1.3) where the length of the field
line is longer than the length of the field line at Shillong
(dipoleL = 1.08). SRS due to reflection from the conjugate points of longer field line will have a smaller frequency separation (f ). Hence, by looking into the
observations of previous and current studies, it is very
likely that the SRS with small f could be a result of
reflection of Alfven waves from the conjugate points of
the field lines. It can be summarized that the SRS with
large �f (∼ 1.3 − 1.7Hz) excited within the ionospheric
cavity together with SRS with small �f (∼ 0.3 − 0.4Hz)
excited between the conjugate points of the field line give
rise to the double spectral resonance structures observed
at the ground station, Shillong. A pictorial representation
of excitation of double SRS due to ionospheric cavity and
field line oscillations is shown in Fig. 9.

At very low latitudes, where the length of the field line
becomes comparable to the ionospheric height, the SRS
observed at ground are affected by both Ionospheric
Alfven Resonator and Magnetospheric field line Resonator (Bösinger et al. 2004; Fedorov et al. 2016). We calculate the frequency separation (�f ) for ionospheric
cavity during summer when d is large, which falls in the
range∼ 0.4 − 0.6Hz . These f values are similar to the
f of SRS observed due to magnetospheric cavity during winter which is in the range ∼ 0.3 − 0.4Hz (Table 1).
Since the length of the field line as well as the density
distribution of plasma along the field line does not vary
much with season, it can be assumed that the frequency
separation f of SRS due to magnetospheric cavity does
not change much in summer. Therefore, it can be considered that the SRS due to ionospheric cavity and magnetospheric cavity become very similar and appear as a
single SRS during summer. In this situation, it becomes
difficult to distinguish between the cavities (ionospheric
or magnetospheric) within which the SRS are formed. On
the other hand, during winter when d is small, the frequency separation (�f ) of SRS due to ionospheric cavity
increases (f ∼ 1.3 − 1.7Hz ) and becomes distinguishingly different than the f due to magnetospheric cavity(�f ∼ 0.3 − 0.4Hz). As a result we can observe two
distinct SRS. Thus, the depth of the cavity (d) can be used
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Fig. 8 The value of depth of the well formed by the minimum and maximum refractive index at the region above the E-layer and the F-layer peak,
respectively, d = (nAmax − nAmin ) plotted for the entire year of 2018

Table 1 Comparison between the frequencies separation
obtained from observations of double spectral resonance
structures observed on December 4, 2018 and from analytical
model
UT

Observed f (Hz)
Small f

15
16

–
0.4062

Large f

Analytical fPR
(Hz)
Polyakov and
Rapoport
[1981]

Analytical fPR mod
(Hz)
Modified by
including inclination
angle

1.5

1.8424

1.1708

1.625

2.5111

1.5957

17

0.3125

1.5

2.7355

1.7378

18

0.3594

1.375

2.1478

1.3642

19

0.2960

1.6875

1.5664

0.9953

20

0.3125

1.6875

1.3181

0.8377

1.6875

1.3781

1.0276

21

–

as a proxy for observing double spectral resonance structures. Smaller the value ofd , higher is the probability of
observing double SRS.
In "Observation of double spectral resonance structures" Section, it has been discussed that double spectral

resonance structures are observed in the Bx component,
whereas in the By component we observe only the SRS
with small f , which are associated with a larger cavity.
During winter, when double SRS are excited, the By component does not detect the signatures of SRS which are
formed due to the ionospheric cavity. This could also be
visualized in Fig. 10, which is the power spectra of Bx and
By component as observed on December 4, 2018, when
double SRS are observed. The broader features like the
SRS with large �f (∼ 1.4Hz) are seen along with SRS with
small �f (∼ 0.35Hz) in the X component, whereas in
the Y component only one spectral resonance structure
is seen with f ∼ 0.35Hz . Belyaev et al. (1989b) developed a theory that suggested that the resonant structures
are observed in one of the two orthogonal components,
that is along the direction of the source. In our observations we see that SRS due to ionospheric cavity is always
observed in the Bx component only, throughout the winter. In view of the theory of Belyaev et al. (1989b), does
our observations suggest that the source responsible
for the excitation of SRS within ionospheric cavity during winter is always the same, and in the same direction?
Also Bösinger et al. (2009) suggested that the inclination
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Fig. 9 Pictorial representation of a possible mechanism of excitation of double spectral resonance structures

Fig. 10 Power spectra of Bx and By component observed on
December 4, 2018. The solid black line is the power spectra with
frequency resolution of 0.0156 Hz and dashed red line denotes the
frequency resolution of 0.0625 Hz

of the magnetic field lines at low latitudes lead to the
dependence of field components on the wave angle φ
which is defined as the angle between the direction of
the source and the normal to the magnetic meridian
passing through the observation site. This may consequently result in the observation of SRS of Ionospheric

Alfven Resonator in both the orthogonal components.
But again, this is in contrast with our observations. In
fact, we speculate that this could be because of the condition of the ionospheric cavity during winter. During
winter d(= nAmax − nAmin ) is small (Fig. 8) which means
a smaller gradient of refractive index within the ionospheric cavity. This may result in less reflection of Alfven
waves within the ionospheric cavity and may lead to the
observation of IAR only in one prominent direction. The
study of the sources responsible for the excitation of SRS
within the ionospheric Alfven resonator could shed some
light on the observation of SRS due to ionospheric cavity
preferred in the Bx component. The absence of clear signatures of SRS due to ionospheric cavity in the By component during winter have raised a few questions which
we are unable to decipher in the current study. In this
regard a detailed investigation is required and will form a
part of our future study.

Summary and conclusion
We analysed the magnetic variation data from Induction Coil Magnetometer installed at a low latitude station, Shillong for a duration of January–December,
2018. We observed a distinct feature of double spectral
resonance structures (SRS) being excited. In the previous studies, there was only one indication of such an
observation of double SRS at low latitude by Bösinger
et al. (2004) at Crete (L = 1.13). The current work presents a more systematic study of double SRS at a lower
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latitude (dipoleL = 1.08). The one year statistical study
reveals that during summer we observe excitation of
strictly one SRS and during winter two SRS are simultaneously excited. By computing the frequency separation (�f ) between the subsequent resonant harmonics
using Polyakov and Rapoport (1981) model, it is seen
that the SRS with large �f (∼ 1.3 − 1.7Hz) are the result
of IAR within the ionospheric cavity. The SRS with small
�f (∼ 0.3 − 0.5Hz) may be excited within a larger cavity, such as reflection of Alfven waves between conjugate
points along the field line.
We studied the ionospheric conditions for the formation of IAR by obtaining the altitudinal profile of the
refractive index using IRI 2016 model. The depth of the
well of the refractive index (d), formed by the local minimum of the refractive index in the valley region above
the E-region and the maximum refractive index at the
F-region peak, is estimated for the entire year of 2018. It
is observed that during winter d decreases, which favours
the excitation of double SRS. Smaller d results in ineffective trapping of Alfven waves within the ionospheric cavity, and the Alfven waves are also reflected from a larger
cavity, resulting in the observation of double SRS. Hence,
during winter the trapping of Alfven waves in a larger
cavity, like between the conjugate points of a field line,
gives rise to SRS with small frequency separation and
Alfven waves trapped within the ionospheric cavity gives
rise to SRS with large frequency separation.
It is also noticed that whenever double spectral resonance structures are excited, the SRS due to the larger cavity are observed in both Bx and By components, but SRS
due to the ionospheric cavity are observed only in the Bx
component. We contemplate that this behaviour may be
due to the smaller gradient of refractive index within the
ionospheric cavity as well as the direction of the source
exciting the IAR during winter. To get a clear and complete
picture of this phenomenon more analyses have to be performed and a detailed study of the sources responsible for
the excitation of IAR and the role of ionospheric conditions
related to IAR has to be carried out in future.
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